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Introduction

The Amplified Experience is a research project centered on constructing universal
experiences through the use of co-operating sound and video in the form of large-scale
multi-projection installations, and individual sound and video works. The Amplified
Experience focuses on the characteristics, structures, phenomena and processing of
sound, and on video imagery.

Within the field of contemporary sound, analogue inputs are returning alongside digital
technologies. Both technologies can produce rudimentary forms of sound and more

varied complex phenomena such as pure tone1, noise, feedback and glitches2. My
research involves the connection of this form of sound with video imagery. Within my
artwork these mediums converge and then co-operate. These kinds of combinations –
the scale, contextualising of environment and the volume – play an important role in
finding potential extremes and limits for audiences. Structural concepts relating to
duration and sequence are addressed through the exploration of repetition, computer-
sequenced forms and improvisation. Aspects of formal music composition (such as
tempo, rhythm, tone, phrasing, harmony and dissonance) also act as a model for
organisation.

In the short video documentary, The Many Moods of Otomo Yoshihide, Japanese sound
artist and musician Otomo Yoshihide describes his expansive practice as being “in
between categories”. This notion of being in between categories, namely art and music
and their many sub-categories, is the position my artwork operates from in the
production ofThe Amplified Experience. This position allows my practice to drift between
both doctrines of fine art and music by creating artwork that can operate both in an art
gallery and music performance arenas, i.e. as large-scale audiovisual installations within
the context of an exhibition space, and live performances and publications of sound and
video artworks. The position of ‘being in between’ allows greater media diversity and the

creation of new artwork combining art and music concepts and methodologies.

                                                
1 “The kind of note a musician might call a pure tone (e.g., a flute playing a steady note, quietly, and without
vibrato).” Taylor, C. (1992). Exploring Music: The Science and Technology of Tones and Tunes. Institute of
Physics Publishing, Bristol and Philadelphia: Institute of Physics Publishing. p. 13.
2 “Glitch is the digital tick caused by lost or incorrect binary code.” Kelly, C. (2009). Cracked Media: The Sound
of Malfunction. Cambridge, MA and London: The MIT Press. p. 6.
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The studio-based research towards The Amplified Experience was primarily located
within a technological context where current and obsolete mediums merge, and involved
combining analogue and digital mediums with custom-designed hardware such as the
AV5-Error video distortion device3. Conceptually the work created within The Amplified
Experience research project is derived from the aim to create a sonic and visual
experience through repetition of sound, colour and looped video. The artwork seeks to
potentially remove and isolate a given audience from the rigours of everyday existence
by offering a sensory space for a viewer to ‘step off’ and drift into. It is my intention to
encourage an open interpretation of the artwork where memory, reflection and physical
awareness play freely.

Within this supporting documentation I will discuss content, tests, failures and successful
realisations of artwork produced in The Amplified Experience project (2006-2010). My
research for the project has been divided into three symbiotic chapters that are titled
Sound, Reductive Video and Abstract Video. The topics discussed in Sound are primary
elements or starting points in the development of the video artworks in this project.
Sound compositions consist of minimal arrangements of types of sound as the basis for
the generation and production of video artworks. Reductive Video discusses the initial
video and sound works made for The Amplified Experience. These dealt with the
concept of extracting and repeating a small fragment of time to reduce and subsequently
amplify the subject matter from its original context. The techniques and strategies
involved in the production of the Reductive Video artwork involves single, static-framed
video clips of elements continuously repeated or looped. An extension of such methods
is explored in the works discussed in Abstract Video that specifically work with the
mechanisms and structures of sound and video. These employ unique video technology
that has been developed as part of The Amplified Experience to generate real-time
abstract video by using sound as a direct input.

Chapter one, subtitled “Help I’m droning”, discusses the concept of silence in relation to
contemporary sound composition and performance and how this is a key aspect of my

work. Chapter two, Forever Now, discusses my artistic philosophy in relation to creating
this type of artwork within a technological society and its relation to potential audiences.
Chapter three, Beyond the Dance Floor and Carsten Nicolai, is a critical response to the
post-digital4 work of German multi-media artist Carsten Nicolai and Japanese sound

                                                
3 The AV5-Error will be expanded upon in chapter 3: Abstract Video.
4 “Post-Digital is a deconstructive music which exploits the precariousness of the digital signal and celebrates
the sonic effects of digital glitches, bugs and errors.” Cascone, K. (2005). The Aesthetics of Failure: Post-
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artist Ryoji Ikeda, and a consideration of what sets my artwork apart from theirs. My
critique of specific artists and contemporary sound and video art will be presented and
establishes why my research for The Amplified Experience constitutes a new and
innovative form of art making within this particular field of practice. Each text serves as
conceptual and ideological platform to address the artwork I have produced within the
time frame of The Amplified Experience

                                                                                                                                   
Digital Tendencies in Contemporary Computer Music, Audio Culture: Readings in Modern Music. New York
and London: Continuum. p. 392



Chapter 1: Sound

“Help, I’m droning”5

Generating continuous sound is a common tendency in contemporary improvised,
electronic, experimental and noise music. Sound artists and musicians composing and
performing within such closely-connected fields frequently produce and perform sound
work consisting of the creation of harmonic and dissonant walls of sound for an
extended period of time. This tendency is a typical association with such music genres.
There are little or no pauses; rests or deviations into quiet regions that can potentially
create a greater emphasis for sound and greater spatial dynamics acoustically are not
utilised. Silence is generally present only before and after the composition or
performance. Silence6 in this type of music and sound genres needs to be discussed
early in the piece as it is a crucial part of understanding the contemporary music and
sound art scenes, and my position towards prevailing attitudes and practices: a key
aspect of my sound practice is to deliberately limit the tendency of excessive, continual
sound. This issue has been addressed in the series of new sound compositions created
for The Amplified Experience.

Since the 1950s, sound artists, experimental musicians and composers have been
influenced by a myriad of technologies, musical styles and attitudes derived from various

rock, jazz, classical and experimental forms of music. Contemporary artists owe much to
the minimalist7 and experimental sound work by composers and artists based in Europe
and North America “such as the experimental work carried out by the pioneering
exponents of Musique Concrète, Elektronische Musik and the compositions of Iannis

                                                
5 In 2007 I resided in Auckland with local musician and friend, Dean Roberts. Throughout this period Dean and
I had numerous discussions primarily based on trends in experimental music. One memorable statement from
our discussions was “Help, I’m droning”. The statement had been observed brandished on T-shirts and badges
created by a Melbourne- based improvised music collective, Make It Up Club, who sold the merchandise at the
at the ‘Liquid Architecture’ electronic music festival in Melbourne the previous year in which Dean had
performed. Although this statement is humorous on many levels, it also is a pertinent comment upon the
common tendency within such closely-connected music and sound genres. I regard this statement and stance
as a ‘walk with caution’ parameter within my own investigations and developments within my sound
composition and performance work. (“The Make It Up Club is committed to nurturing, presenting and
promoting avant-garde improvised music and sound performance of the highest conceptual and performative
standards, regardless of idiom, genre, or instrumentation.” See: http://www.myspace.com/makeitupclub,
accessed August 9, 2008.)

6 John Cage famously concluded that in his experience within an anechoic chamber at UCLA that absolute
silence is impossible. An anechoic chamber is a room totally free of acoustical reverberations. Any sound
projected into the room, at any frequency, is fully absorbed. Cage, when standing completely still and holding
his breath could hear his pulse and the high pitch tone of his nervous system. The silence I refer to is a relative
silence whereby sound generated within the composition or performance ceases creating a brief or prolonged
space where nothing audible occurs.
7 The term ‘minimalist music’ was coined by Michael Nyman in 1968 derived from the concept of minimalism,
which was applied earlier in the visual arts.
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Xenakis in the 1950s. Musicians associated with Musique Concrète – based around
Pierre Schaeffer in Paris – composed using recorded samples of natural sounds. In
contrast, the Colonge-based exponents of Elektronische Musik – Karlheinz Stockhausen
in particular – composed using purely electronically-generated sound”8. From the San
Francisco and New York downtown scenes in the sixties, artists and composers such as
Tony Conrad, La Monte Young, Steve Reich, John Cage, Phillip Glass, Morton
Feildman, Terry Riley and Phill Niblock conceptualised sustained tones through just
intonation and process-based composition methods.

Many more musicians would follow in the footsteps of such seminal artists. In the late

seventies and eighties new artists continued to experiment with electronics and new
forms of instrumentation creating new branches and styles of experimental music and
sound. American artists like proto-punk Suicide and Silver Apples to Glen Branca,
D.N.A., Liquid Liquid, Swans, UT who merged punk rock and concepts of minimalist
music as part of the No Wave music movement in the late 1970s and early 80s. And
Ikue Mori, John Zorn and Rhys Chatham explored noise and minimalism in jazz and
heavy metal. In Europe groups such as Faust, Throbbing Gristle, AMM, SPK, Nurse with
Wound, Cabaret Voltaire and White House created an abrasive industrialised sound that
reflected the sonic and political environments they lived in – and, in Japan, noise music,
with the likes of luminaries Yasunao Tone and Keiji Haino, followed by Masami Akita,
Otomo Yoshihide, Incapacitants, KK Null and Guilty Connector (to name but a few),
created frenetic electronic noise at alarming volumes. Such artists experimented with a
range of generally inexpensive second-hand electronic equipment9 such as guitars,
amplifiers, analogue synthersisers and oscillators coupled with devices such as audio
tape machines, record players, artificial effects, hand-made electronic devices and
sound mixing desks as a means for generating sound and noise10. Once employed, this
extensive repertoire generated a full, dense, continual and ultimately very intense ‘wall
of sound’11.

                                                
8 Ford, S. (1999). Wreckers of Civilisation: The Story of Coum Transmissions & Throbbing Gristle. London:
Black Dog Publishing. p. 8.
9 Virtuoso Japanese noise musician Otomo Yoshihide explains in the short video documentary The Many
Moods of Otomo Yoshihide that “I can easily make my own instruments because a lot of people in the 1980s
began using new electronics meaning it was very easy to get cheap second-hand equipment and this is one of
the reasons why there is a lot of strange music in Japan”.
See:http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PJw9az9vAf4&feature=PlayList&p=DD50151477CDFF48&playnext_fro
m=PL&playnext=1&index=19. Accessed 21/07/2010.
10 Voice is also an important form of sound and noise generation but this particular practice is outside the
arena of The Amplified Experience study as my focus is based on sound that is produced in a purely electronic
context.
11 The famous term ‘Wall of Sound’ was originally used to describe a method used in the pop music of
producer Phil Specter during the early 1960s whose recording studio production techniques included
overdubbing scores of musicians to create a massive roar. A ‘Wall of Sound’ has become a mainstream term
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Since the mid-nineties artists have incorporated new mediums to their equipment
repertoire with the advent of digital technologies such as the laptop computer12 and
associated audio recording and processing software applications. Since computer
technology has become easily accessible, artists now have the ability to precisely
record, control, manipulate, compose and perform sound work13 digitally. Performances
have become somewhat lower in volume and structured through the use of current
technology, but artists still show little restraint in the arranging of sound and frequently
deviate into extended boring walls of droning sound14.

In recent years, however, small groups of musicians as well as solo artists have moved

toward composing and performing sound work that employs a greater degree of restraint
and silence. As an example, German experimental musician Bernhard Gunter
investigates and captures inaudible or unnoticed sounds that exist in his everyday
environment. Gunter’s compositions and performances predominantly consist of
extended periods of silence. Subtle bumps, clicks and fragments of noise and tone
appear and disappear within the void of silence, with great consideration and restraint.
In Tokyo, artists associated with the Onkyo15 style such as Tetuzi Akiyama, Toshimaru
Nakamura and Sachiko M also improvise with microscopic sound generated with
acoustic instruments and no-input16 electronics creating sometimes barely audible
sounds. As a sound experience, the work of Gunter and the Onkyo musicians
challenges listeners’ thresholds of hearing through the absence of sound. What also
makes their work interesting and engaging is that the absence of sound allows greater
reflection on previously generated sound and creates intrigue as to what sound may
occur next. The absence of sound also creates a greater mindfulness of and intensity in

                                                                                                                                   
to describe both musical and sonic events that are dense, high in volume and monolithic in audible form. See:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wall_of_Sound. Accessed December 15, 2010.
12 Music performed on a laptop computer is also known as ‘power-book music’
13 Notable artists employing laptop computer technologies include Carsten Nicolai, Ryoji Ikeda, Kim Cascone,
Mattin, Richard Chartier, Roel Meelkop, Thomas Brinkman, Peter Rehberg, Frank Bretschneider and Mark
Fell. This type of electronic sound is supported by notable record labels such as Touch (UK), 12K/Line (USA),
Mego (Austria), Raster Noton (DE), Blast First and Thrill Jockey (USA).
14 The verb drone is of Old English origin and from a West Germanic verb meaning ‘resound, boom’ related to
Dutch dreunen, ‘’to drone’, German dröhnen, ‘to roar,’ and Swedish dröna, ‘to drowse.’ It is also defined as
being a low continuous humming sound continuous musical note, typically of low pitch. Also a musical
instrument, or part of one, sounding such a continuous note, in particular (also drone pipe), a pipe in a bagpipe
or (also drone string), a string in an instrument such as a hurdy-gurdy or a sitar. See:
http://oxforddictionaries.com/view/entry/m_en_gb0245510#m_en_gb0245510. Accessed July 12, 2010.
15 Translating to ‘the reverberation of sound’, Onkyo is associated with a sector of Tokyo based experimental
sound musicians belonging to the Off Site collective.
16 “No Input is a form of music where artists use samplers or other electronic devices, such as sound mixers
and play them without any exterior sources of sound. Instead the outputs of the device are plugged into the
inputs, creating a closed electronic feedback circuit.” See: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tl8IMc-8-
N8&feature=player_embedded. See: www.syncsonics.com. Accessed December 2, 2009.
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the acoustic environment that the sound is being performed or played back in. Within
this acoustic environment sound and non-sound enables the listener to clearly focus and
define subtle movements and nuances of meticulously generated microscopic sound.
The ideologies of these particular artists served as a conceptual platform for the
performance and composition of sound in the studio research towards The Amplified
Experience.

Since 1994 I have been practising as an experimental musician and performing artist
and I am all too aware of the tendency to drone. The intention behind creating a drone is
to sonically immerse the maker and audiences in a constant sound. The various
experiential effects of droning sound ranges between evoking a mediative state of mind
through to creating a sense of shock and fear. This approach to sound generation can
be appropriate at times, but, nevertheless, a threshold needs to be set in place where
sound ceases all together for periods of time within a composition to create space for
sound to move within it. In The Amplified Experience I have sought to refrain from
creating dense and multi-layered compositions of sound. Instead I have made a series
of compositions that deliberately refrain from droning and are acoustically dynamic and
spatial, incorporating intervals of relative silence.

Throughout long improvised recording sessions, I recorded multiple variations of pure
sound frequencies generated with analogue and digital tone generators, analogue

synthesiser, microphone and sound mixing desk feedback directly into a portable hard
disc audio recorder. The audio files were then imported into the software application Pro
Tools for editing, manipulation and arrangement of sound. Post-edit, the sound palette
consisted of an array of fragmented sub-sonic pulses, glitches, noise and high-pitched
lines of modulating sine waves. The overall aesthetic of this new palette was reductive,
minimal and somewhat sterile. My intention was to be considered and precise with the
composition and arrangement of the new sound generated.

A sound palette generated in this way has a coarse or harsh quality, as some of the
frequencies present in various groups of sampled sound are excessively high in
frequency or distorted which results in testing the limits of hearing and subtly affecting
reception. Other sounds, in contrast, are dulcet, such as resonating bass and mid-tone
frequencies. Caution, therefore, was required in the production of each composition to
not make the works potentially harmful or sonically unbearable. Higher frequency
sounds, when heard in a raw form, create an interesting acoustic effect that manages to
seemingly cut through anything in its path, virtually cancelling out environmental sound.
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By contrast, lower frequencies have a resonant effect that can physically vibrate
surfaces and objects. In editing these raw sounds I dissected tones and noise into small
and micro sounds that are a second in length, or less. The sounds generated consisted
of various subsonic bass pulses, modulating mid-tones, clicks, glitches, high-pitched
sine waves and electronic noise.

Using this new sonic palette, I proceeded to create a series of sound works with the
incorporation of a timing system derived from popular music where each track length
would not exceed three minutes17. This timing system was purposeful due to the fact
that it is the antithesis of most drone compositions, which commonly exceed twenty

minutes or more. The concept of the timing system is to maintain and regulate each
composition for the purpose of creating direct and concise sound works within a limited
time-frame. When composing this particular series of sound works, the structural
concept of the series as a unified whole operates in both chronological and random
sequences, by considering each composition as individual sound works that can then be
alternated and re-arranged to create alternative sequences.

Each sound work is reliant on stereo production methods, allowing singular sounds to
physically move across a pair of monitor speakers. Ideally the progression produces
work that is mixed surround sound, which would only be playable as a DVD to achieve a
greater sense of sound spatiality. In this particular series of sound works it was
unnecessary to employ the surround sound effect due to the fact that when sound work
is presented or performed the most common playback and listening devices are in
stereo format. For example, in a studio, gallery or domestic setting, sound playback is
generally configured as a stereo listening environment whether or not it is being played
through a stereo system, headphones, television monitor or PA system. Likewise the
scale of volume is different. When producing or composing this type of sound work it is
generally listened to at a moderate volume level. This is done, firstly, out of
consideration for the preservation of hearing and, secondly, because it is unnecessary
to listen to sound productions at excessive volume in order to experience the spatiality,

resonance, subtleties, nuances and movement of organised sound.

In retrospect, regarding the limiting of droning within this series of work, I made the
realisation that I had inadvertently incorporated tone modulations, which can be
considered to be types of continual sounds. I concluded that these were brief and

                                                
17 The approximate length of one side of a 45rpm, 7” inch vinyl record and edit for radio broadcast.
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actually helped reduce droning. Such elements were positioned low in the mix of various
compositions and working like this creates the opposite of a spatially consuming wall of
sound. Instead, they contributed to refined and considered tonal planes and lines. At this
point I made the conclusion that it is at times appropriate to incorporate limited use of
drone elements in specific sections of a given composition because formal
compositional decisions need to be considered carefully where a compromise can be
reached.

By considering the work of Bernhard Gunter and the members of the Onkyo style of
music composition, it became clear that the spatiality of subtle electronic tones and
noise are crucial through the duration of a given composition or performance. By

allowing rests or silences to occur the use of an unrelenting drone can be broken down
to reveal sophisocated differences of various and disparate sonic textures and tones
through spatial organisation of sound. Therefore, a greater awareness of sonic spectra
can be achieved without the need to envelop the composition, performance and
potential audience. The use of sonic spatiality to avoid creating walls of sound within my
compositions as part of The Amplified Experience project was explored in compositional
and technological research, the findings of which are presented in the following section.

Sound Composition and Techniques

The sound I use in my work is generated and recorded in the studio environment using a
wide range of analogue and digital technologies and equipment. Using audio software
applications Pro Tools, Ableton Live and Sapling, sound is recorded, edited,
manipulated and mixed to create audio samples for future use. The resulting sound
library, which I will now refer to as a sound palette, consists of five categories: a: tone, b:

noise, c: found sound, d: instrumentation, and e: environment.

In this sound palette, tone specifically relates to sound that has a sinusoidal wave
shape, and is considered to be a rudimentary form of sound. Pure tone or sine waves,
as well as triangle waves, sawtooth waves, square waves, pulse waves and inaudible
ultra-sounds and infra-sounds are generated using analogue and digital tone
generators. The noise category encompasses all sound that is generated using various
audio feedback techniques and electronic glitch sounds by employing custom-designed
analogue noise-generating devices, no-input techniques, malfunctioning audio
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equipment and circuit-bent devices. In found sound, audio samples18 are extracted and
recycled from a wide range of different musical styles and genres, ranging from 20th

century classical and electro-acoustic music, film soundtracks, various forms of extreme
heavy metal, post-punk, techno and pop music. When sampling fragments or sections of
original music the selection process is based upon the sonic attributes inherent within
the chosen music, such as tonal qualities, mood and atmosphere. Small sections of the
music are extracted with further audio manipulation in mind. Samples are generally
limited to a few seconds and manipulated through various analogue and digital audio
processes. The processing of the sample alters or completely changes the original
context from where the sample originated. Instrumentation covers sound made using

electronic instruments such as guitars and analogue synthesisers. The tonal quality of
sound using such instruments differs from sound generated digitally using audio
software applications. Analogue instruments generally produce a rich, full sound in
comparison to digital instruments that have the tendency to sound thin and brittle.
Employing such instruments also offers an instantaneous, tactile and performative
approach to generating a wide range of sounds. The environment category
encompasses field-recorded19 sound. Recordings range from captured environmental
sounds, such as that made by air vents found throughout the city, to that of moving
objects and surface noises, and are made by employing various contact and condenser
microphones.

Alongside these categories, there is another factor of great importance to sound
generation: free improvisation and aleatory operations. (“Free Improvisation, in addition
to being a highly skilled musical craft, is open to use by almost anyone – beginners,
children and non-musicians. The skill and intellect required is whatever is available. It
can be an activity of enormous complexity and sophistication, or the simplest and most
direct expression: a lifetime’s study and work or a casual dilettante activity. It can appeal
to and serve the musical purposes of all kinds of people and perhaps the type of person
offended by the thought that ‘anyone can do it’ will find some reassurance in learning
that Albert Einstein looked upon improvisation as an emotional and intellectual

necessity.” 20 “Aleatoric composition is roughly synonymous with indeterminacy. The
term is often reserved for the less radical forms of indeterminacy preferred by European
composers such as Pierre Boulez and Karlheinz Stockhausen. Indeterminacy is a term

                                                
18 Cox, C. and Warner, D. (Eds.). (2005). Audio Culture: Readings in Modern Music. New York and London:
Continuum. p. 415.
19 ‘Field recording’ is the term used for any recording made outside of a recording studio or performance
space.
20 Bailey, D. (1992). Improvisation: Its Nature and Practice in Music. New York: Da Capo. p. 32
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that describes the production of musical compositions via chance techniques, or that
gives performers a great degree of choice as to how to realize them.” 21) This initial
process of sound generation is crucial as chance plays a vital role in creating new
sounds and sound combinations that are virtually impossible to reproduce in a
predetermined manner. As a result, each sound-generating session is captured directly
to a digital audio recorder and archived. The recordings are then edited into small
fragments and sections of sound to be incorporated into sound compositions and
performances.

Although sound generation employs a free-form approach, composition, performance
and arrangement of sonic elements is conversely articulate and highly controlled. The

organisation of each element is intentionally minimal in arrangement through employing
discreet and sustained silences to create a spatial and acoustic field allowing sounds to
appear, move, converge and disappear. This is achieved through live audio mixing,
employing an analogue mixing desk where multiple sound inputs are manually
controlled using volume faders, panning and equalisation dials. The live mix is recorded
directly to a digital two-track audio recorder and imported into Pro Tools for final editing.
The editing process is minimal on the basis of retaining the live aspect of the previously
performed composition. No artificial spatialising effects such as digital reverb and echo
are added to individual sounds or the final mix, as this ‘plasticises’ the overall sound
making it thin, brittle and false. Dynamic compression and equalisation are the only
processes used to ensure that the master version sounds correct across the frequency
spectrum and its playback volume is nominal.

                                                
21 Cox, C. and Warner, D. (Eds.). (2005). Audio Culture: Readings in Modern Music. New York and London:
Continuum. p. 409.
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Sound Equipment and Studio Environment

Conceptually, I am particularly interested in pure tones or sine waves as this type of
sound is considered a basic form of sound – it is sound in its purist form. Audio Tool Box
and Signal Generator are two digital applications normally associated with the
measuring, testing, alignment, trouble-shooting and calibration of a range of electronic
equipment. Using these applications I am able to produce sine, triangle, square and
sawtooth sound wave frequencies within and beyond the human hearing range22. As
infra- and ultra-sounds are inaudible I wanted to somehow create a relative
representation of such frequencies audibly through amplification. After destroying a
number of amplifiers and speaker cones by inputting such frequencies at high

amplitudes, I needed to revaluate the system I was employing. Instead of increasing the
scale of the amplification system that would potentially be harmful, which is not an
intention, I decided that perhaps a scaling down of an amplification system could work.
Smaller amplifiers and speakers can, from experience, withstand sounds that are high in
amplitude and dynamic in frequency. The maximum output level in terms of sound
volume is considerably lower, here, than in a larger system. Also amplifiers of this size
naturally have a threshold point, where maximum sound input is compressed allowing
inaudible sonic content to be heard or represented as pops and clicking sounds. After
successful experiments using small 9V battery-powered guitar amplifiers, a
representational and audible form of ultra- and infra-frequencies could be made.

I also employ custom-made anaolgue devices such as the Dual Tone Generator and
Wave Folder to create pure tones and noise. Such units have been designed to enable
a tactile approach to sound generation. Digital samplers enable audio to be directly
recorded, manipulated and played back as brief samples that can be manually looped or
triggered at the bush of a button. Various outboard effect and compression units23 are
employed to further manipulate recorded samples; and mixing desks offer a tactile
approach to spatialisation and manipulation of sound sources. What follows is a visual
list of devices built for The Amplified Experience. These were augmented by off-the-
shelf equipment such as mixing desks, sampling units, sound effect and dynamic

processing units. Many of these items are usually found in typical music production
studio environments, but I have found them useful in the context of producing sound of
this type.

                                                
22 The human hearing range is between the 20Hz-20Khz frequency range.
23 Outboard units are stand-alone hardware devices used for audio signal processing.
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Dual tone generator

The dual tone generator is capable of producing a wide range of
monophonic dissonant tones and noise. The device consists of
two sound oscillators that generate square wave frequencies that
can be independently modulated by four corresponding dials that
allow manual control over frequency pitch and intensity. An

oscillator can be used singularly or combined as a pair through
the use of a mix potentiometer located in the centre of the unit.
The dual tone generator is capable of producing a wide range of
monophonic dissonant tones and noise.

Light sound
This device works on the principle of light being transformed into
sound. The light sound device employs a photosensitive diode to
activate or trigger a single triangle wave oscillator. When a light
source is recognised via the photosensitive diode a single mid-
tone pulsing sound is produced. A constant light source will
generate a constant sound whilst a variable light source (such as
fairy lights) will create rhythmic sounds or beats that corresponds
to the sequence of lights turning on and off.

Wave folder
The wave folder is used for audio signal distortion. This unit differs
from usual distortion devices that employ a pre-amp to overdrive
sound; instead the incoming sound signal is physically folded on top
of itself multiple times via a custom-designed feedback circuit inside
the enclosure.

Random number generator
This piece of equipment randomises and modulates high-
frequency sound by modulating the sound input via a
modified pitch-shifting circuit. The sound is then scattered
across a broad-frequency spectrum.
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Audio enhancer
This consists of a small condenser microphone mounted
within an enclosure driven by an internal pre-amplifier. The
device is used to both amplify ‘small’ sounds or as a device
to generate high-intensity feedback.

No-input mixing desk
The sound-mixing desk is used to generate single and multiple internal
feedback loops. There is no input of any other device except the mixing
desk itself. The sounds produced using this technique range from high-
pitched feedback, pulse frequencies, noise, low bass tones and inaudible
sound frequencies.

Audio sampler
Sound generated using the above devices are sampled,
manipulated and arranged using a Roland Doctor Sample. The
device enables various sounds to be played back either
manually via sound trigger-pads or as programmed sequences.

Micro amplifier
This device is a small Orange 9V guitar amplifier used for low-
volume playback, noise/feedback generation and recording
purposes.

Contact microphone
Contact microphones are used for recording surface noise and
resonant sounds.

White noise generator
Constructed from a 1950s transistor circuit, this small
battery-powered device gradually generates white noise
as the circuit warms.
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Sound and Video: Visualisation of Sound Work

Groundbreaking and influential Korean/American artist Nam June Paik (1932-2006) was
one of the first artists to incorporate video synthesis24 into his artworks, performances
and installations by employing his Paik-Abe Video Synthesizer, developed in
collaboration with video engineer Shuya Abe in 1973. The synthesiser, of which only
half-a-dozen exist, was used to distort live camera-feeds and pre-recorded imagery. The
visual outcomes were highly manipulated, variously abstract and colourful. Earlier, Paik
had produced works employing cathode ray television (CRT) monitors and large
magnets placed near or on top the television generating a feedback loop that produced
psychedelic abstract forms in real time (resulting from the magnetism interfering with the
vector signal of the television’s tube). Many video artists have followed in Paik’s

                                                
24 Video synthesis is based on similar concepts to that of an audio synthesiser. Using a video sythesiser a
video image can be manually manipulated and altered by using image filters, colour effects, video feedback
methods and blending of video signals.

Graphic equaliser
A 9V EQ guitar pedal is used to adjust audio signal frequency.

Main mixing desk
An analogue 20-channel sound-mixing desk is used to mix and
route multiple sound signals in the studio environment.

Dynamic microphone
1950s ribbon microphone used for creating feedback and
recording purposes.

Outboard effect units
Various multi-effects and dynamic sound processers such as
compression, noise gating, ring modulation and pitch-shifting are
used for sound manipulation and signal control.
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footsteps and have expanded on the concept of distorting video signals and imagery by
using sound. Artists such as David Toop, Andrew Gadow, Robin Fox, Jon Satrom, Billy
Roisz and Botborg and are recognised for employing analogue technologies that are
purpose-built for the augmentation of a video signal. With prevailing digital technologies,
notable video artists, such as Carsten Nicolai, Ryoji Ikeda, Olaf Bender, manipulate and
augment video using powerful software applications such as Final Cut Pro, Adobe After
Effects, Flash, Max MSP/Jitter, Pure Data and Modul8 as well as custom-designed
applications to meet the specifications of the artist.

As part of The Amplified Experience project my intention was to further research and

extend the concept of enabling sound to affect a real-time video signal. Instead of
working purely with computer software, my intention was to develop custom-made
hardware that would allow a tactile and immediate approach to creating video artwork
that links to the improvisational processes involved with the generation of sound artists
described earlier. As mentioned the visual work of solo and Raster Noton artists Carsten
Nicolai, Frank Bretschneider, Olaf Bender and Ryoji Ikeda embrace state-of-the-art
digital technologies. The aesthetic of their work is hard-edged and overly high-tech
which I do not find interesting as I feel the visual and sound work of these artists is far
too ‘digital’ and ‘glitch’ in aesthetic resulting in overly futuristic, complex and ultimately
sterile outcomes. The visual work of such artists mentioned is often monochromatic,
frenetic and intense, where as my work is subdued, reduced and focuses on colour in a
more painterly sense. My stance is to refrain from using popular digital applications and
methods by creating visual representations of sound with new circuit-bending
methodologies that recycle and modifiy obsolete electronic hardware. My intention is to
not purely work with computers and state-of-the- art digital technologies as many of
today’s artists do, instead removing the computer as a primary device (if not completely)
in favour of using unique custom-made electronic hardware that can be played like an
instrument offering a more direct approach to making. The tactility aspect is crucial as
the direct operation of such sound equipment results in an instantaneous visual outcome
that requires no computer programming or sequencing. It is a means of producing and

performing without the glow of a laptop computer screen that is (at times dully)
controlled by the artist and commonplace within the field. This point of difference will be
discussed further in Chapter 3: Beyond the Dance Floor and Carsten Nicolai.
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Here, my initial experiments consisted of wrongly inputting an audio signal into the video
input of a television monitor. I was aware of this method being used in the artwork of
Carsten Nicolai in his installation Telekunken (2000). The installation consisted of the
audio signal of a CD player connected to the video input of a television creating various
abstract patterns on the screen.25 As an initial step toward developing a technological
solution for distorting video with sound in real-time, I experimented with Nicolai’s method
of wrongly plugging an audio signal into the video input of a CRT television. The result of
employing this method was a range of visual forms that appear on the screen such as
distorted lines, horizontal bands, moiré patterns and abstract glitches made by inputting
various tone and noise sound sources. The problem I identified with this particular

method is that the visual results were limited, the image was unstable and
monochromatic which could not be recorded, and, finally, it was too close to the
aesthetic of Telefunken. On the basis that I wanted a different result, my intention was to
expand upon this method by designing unique hardware that would enable greater
control of the video signal being distorted by sound with the ability to stabilise the image,
instantly manipulate and change the visualisation through the use of switchable effects,
colour, inputting and ability to distort external video sources, and, importantly, the ability
to output and record the image with sound. The resolution of this problem and the
development of the AV5-Error will be further discussed in Chapter 3: Abstract Video.

Carsten Nicolai, Telekunken, video installation, 2000.

                                                
25 http://www.carstennicolai.de/?c=works&w=telefunken Accessed 24/07/2007.
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Chapter 2: Reductive Video

Forever Then

The philosophical and ideological parameters of these video artworks are informed by
visual and aural encounters with everyday surroundings. The overall affect of such
artworks is to create a visual and sound experience that can trigger contemplative
thoughts and memories. The title Reductive Video stems from the conceptual and
aesthetic characteristics of the artwork within this group: repetitive video loops with

sound. A single static frame is shot and various subject matter is then able to move
freely within and beyond the frame. One shot captures one moment on video and is then
put through minimal editing processes where the footage is simply repeated or looped
digitally keeping the process as simple and raw as possible. The reduced framing,
extended shot and simple repetition of subject matter are key elements of amplifying a
fragment of time. In tandem the sound features of these artworks lull the audience into
the image by employing unsynchronised sound compositions of sustained low frequency
tones and various noise textures. The sound compositions that vary in length break the
rhythm of the continual loop creating a more fluid experience in the viewing of the
artwork. As Briony Fer notes of the artwork of Tacita Dean, “The interwoven sounds
generate another kind of rhythm, one that seems to coincide more closely with the way
thoughts often trail off or veer away”26. The various sound compositions also enable a
re-contextualisation of the repeated moving image.

I create this type of artwork in an attempt to generate a psychological space or void to
instigate open thought, imagination, reflection and contemplation. There is no narrative,
leaving an audience to freely make their own associations, references and conclusions
triggered by the assemblage of various visual and aural metaphors. The rationale for
artistically creating such an effect stems from a personal need for creating a sustained
refrain, silence or moment that allows open thought and contemplation. Effectively I am
creating a void that is essentially a resistance to the speed of time in a real-world sense.

By creating work that is minimal, slowed-down and repetitive I am seeking to draw an
audience into a different space away from the chaos. In an interview painter Agnes
Martin explained, “One time, I was coming out of the mountains, and having painted the
mountains, I came out on this plain, and I thought, ah! What a relief!… I thought, this is
for me! the expansiveness of it. I sort of surrendered. This plain… it was just like a

                                                
26 Fer, B. (2007). A Natural History of Chance. Tacita Dean: Film Works. New York: Charta Books. p. 23.
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straight line. It was a horizontal line. This is how it feels to be here. To surrender to the
empty moment. Stop trying to outrun it. Breathe. Relax. Drift.” 27 The plain that Martin
describes is the experience I aim to create artistically. In general the resulting outcomes
are raw, simple and straight to the point. The creative sensibilities that underline my
artworks Sparkler, Horizon Line, Avalanche and Stride are individually expanded upon in
this chapter.

Sparkler: Duration, Speed and Scale

The first artwork produced with The Amplified Experience project, Sparkler (2007), was
initiated by the exact opposite experience to that described above after acquiring the
latest recording project by leading Japanese ‘Harsh Noise’ sound artist Masami Akita,
a.k.a. Merzbow, Ratus Ratus. This particular recording re-invigorated my interest in the
genre due to the fact that it is the most sonically intense and extreme form of
contemporary music. Harsh Noise is inherently abstract in structure with dynamics that
can be often terrifying and, conversely, ecstatic through the force of sheer volume and
physical intensity of the artist’s performance. Harsh Noise, often referred to as Power
Electronics, initially began in the late 1970s in Europe and Japan. Conceptually noise
music stems from earlier models of electronic sound generation, manipulation and
composition developed in the 20th century classical and experimental compositions of
Karlheinz Stockhausen, John Cage and Morton Feldman. Such methods are

amalgamated with classical music techniques jazz, psychedelic, punk and metal music
also play a role in influencing the sound and aesthetic of the genre. Harsh Noise music
is generated by artists rapidly over-processing microphone feedback, electronic musical
instruments, sound-emitting objects and pre-recorded material by employing multiple
chains of sound-distortion and audio-manipulation devices (more recently including
laptop computers) to generate an improvised and often overwhelming wall of noise.

Harsh Noise music acted as a catalyst for making a video and sound artwork that lead
me to consider what visual content would work to exemplify this particular type of sound.
What could I possibly use or capture that would somehow encapsulate the sublime
energy of total noise? Initially I was going to focus on the violent nature of the sound by
appropriating extracts from classic horror films such as The Omen and synchronising
selected death scenes with a Harsh Noise work that I would generate. But this particular
idea needed to be reserved for future video and sound artworks that would be created

                                                
27 Charney, L. (1998). Empty Moments: Cinema, Modernity and Drift. Durham, London: Duke University Press,
Durham p. 167.
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employing the AV5-Error video distortion unit that was being developed in the
Netherlands. My idea was to film a singular object that was similar to television static but
with a greater visual intensity and clearer connection with the sound, thus the concept of
using fireworks as subject matter was initiated.

A wide selection of sparkler fireworks were ignited, observed in terms of visual
properties whilst listening to a selection of Harsh Noise tracks previously created in the
studio. The light intensity and movement of the rapid sparks of the simple sparkler
successfully connected with the test noise works that I had playing in the studio whilst
filming. Throughout the high-definition video filming session approximately thirty
individual sparklers were captured using various shutter speeds and light exposures. In

post-production the best shots, consisting of macro close-ups, were selected from the
footage to use as test videos for the application of sound.

I had been experimenting with the software application Garage Band, a basic sound-
sequencing program bundled with new dual-core Apple Mac Books, that allows the user
to easily construct and compose music by selecting and editing material from a
substantial genre-based library of pre-recorded sound samples. Initially the results using
this application where poor as the pre-set sounds available are generic – dance, rock,
pop, funk and so on – making the resulting music loops unusable. By delving further into
the application I found that Garage Band contains a substantial array of virtual
synthesisers and banks of effects to generate and manipulate sound. From there I
began to construct chains of these virtual synths and effects to create intense electronic
noise using selected samples from the applications library. I also discovered that it also
possessed a function called ‘musical typing’28 that allows a performer to play the
keyboard of the computer like a piano with samples assigned to each key.

After completing the sound composition I selected the best footage from the source
video and created an edit that consisted of a continual 30-second loop of an ignited
sparkler with a sound track of my own Harsh Noise. The duration of image and sound
was rapid and somewhat violent and different from the works I had previously made
which are generally slow and gradual. I felt that the scale of the sparkler work needed be
small instead of being the usual large format of past works. Instead of projecting the

image the decision was made to present the work on a small CRT monitor and use the
internal speakers of the monitor for sound. The intensity of both image, sound and scale
of subject matter would then be somewhat encapsulated using this particular

                                                
28 Musical typing in Garage Band resembles external midi-controlling devices used to trigger or play electronic
sounds and digital audio samples.
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presentation format.

After testing the work in this particular format I considered it operated reasonably well
and was useable. My next test was to work with footage in the same way I would with
previous video and sound installations, namely large-scale video projection and sound. I
processed the 30-second clip of the ignited sparkler using Final Cut Pro and stretched
the duration from 30 seconds to 10 hours. The idea was to distrupt the natural duration
of the object and to expose the delicate linear structures slowly formed by countless
sparks, not visible at higher speeds. The sound of the work would also be slowed and
now consisted of a low rumbling sound. The result was not successful in this format as
the time-stretched imaged did not move in a fluid motion. The stretching of footage that

is shot at 24 frames per second results in a slower image, but stretching 30 seconds to
10 hours ends up creating the equivalent of an incredibly slow slide-show. The
resolution of the video is also affected by this process resulting in a poor-picture quality.
The file size also becomes far too large to work with (100 gigabytes in size). The sound
was also unsuitable, as the rumbling bass sound did not make a connection with the
movement of the image. In conclusion, Sparkler was best suited to being presented as a
real-time image presented on a small television monitor. The image quality and intensity
of the sparkler was lost when over- processed and presented as a large-scale video
projection. In future Sparkler, for a large-scale installation, will be re-shot using a high-
speed video camera to prevent the ‘slow slide-show effect’ and could potentially be
silent.

Sparkler, video still, 2007.
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Horizon Line: Monochrome Video

In my research I became interested in Japanese photographer Hiroshi Sugimoto’s dark,
reductive and minimal Sea Scape series (1980-1997). Sugimoto’s pristine and detailed
seascapes have the tendency to immerse the viewer with their subtle nuances and
tonalities of a bi-chromatic sea and sky, equally divided by a 180° horizon line within the
frame. I was also inspired by the equally minimal work of German media artist Tomas
Köner. His work consists of stark audio-visual experiences consisting of slow-moving
narratives and montages of video footage of isolated city- and landscapes on the
outskirts of the Arctic Circle. Videos such as Nukk (2004)29 are accompanied with cold

and atmospheric soundtracks that compliment the sub-zero and austere image content.

    
Hiroshi Sugimoto, Sea Scape Series 1-3: Caribbean Sea, Jamaica, 1980, Ligurian Sea, Saviore, 1982, Baltic Sea, Rügen, 1996. Gelatin silver print

on paper.

    
Tomas Köner, Nukk, video stills, 2004.

Sugimoto’s Sea Scape and Thomas Köner’s Nukk served as an inspiration for the
second video and sound project for The Amplified Experience. The concept of the,
Horizon Line (2008), project was to create an audio-visual experience using horizon line
source imagery in the form of a video and sound installation. My intention was not to
simply make a moving image version of Sugimoto’s highly detailed Sea Scapes, nor to
work with the minimal audio-visual documentation of frozen environments as Thomas
Köner has. I am interested in making work that investigates colour tone that is, in this
case, present within a particular environment as a source for making abstract colour
videos. The horizon line imagery I used is completely altered through framing and
camera methods to create a video installation that is an abstract sound and moving
image experience. Hypothetically such an installation would be created through multiple
video projections of a singular record of a selected horizon line projected simultaneously

                                                
29 http://www.koener.de/nuuk.htm. Accessed 10/06/07.
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onto four walls of a large installation space. An alternative could employ large-scale
back-projection screens in a square configuration so an audience member can walk into
and be surrounded by a moving image. A single-channel version also needed to be
considered due to potential technological and installation restraints.

In January 2008 I proceeded to collect video footage of horizon lines in the North Island
of New Zealand using a small HDV camera. Using Final Cut Pro video-editing software I
made a 10-minute edit extract from the footage of the best shot, taken at dusk on
Waiheke Island. The length of the edit was dictated by the changing light of the evening
and I wanted to create a seamless video loop in order to achieve a continual image that

had minimal variation or movement. From the edit I created an hour-long seamless loop
so that the image, as a whole, would seem unchanging and perpetual. Video looping is
a common method derived from film looping techniques developed in the 1960s and 70s
by artists such as Tony Conrad, Alvin Lucier, Len Lye, Nam June Piak and Norman
McLaren, and more recently Tactia Dean. Contemporary video artists who work with
video loops, such as Bill Viola, Gary Hill and Douglas Gordon, use looping purely as an
installation methods for presenting video for extended periods of time. The work of these
artists is largely narrative in time-line and symbolic in content that encompasses a range
of visual subject matter. I consider video looping to be an integral part of my video
artwork, however, instead of using the technique to simply repeat the image which
becomes rhythmic, I use video looping to create an endless sequence of a singular and,
at times, brief, moment of time. The moving image is seamless, there is no rhythm, and
the image is continual, seemingly never- ending and infinite.

Horizon Line, video still, 2007.

A large-scale projection of the completed video work proved to be ineffective due to
pixelation caused by up-scaling the image size. The unwanted image noise dictated my
decision to alter the initial multi-projection concept to a small-scale, single-channel
artwork to retain image integrity. I also felt that the original multi-channel concept had
too many elements and that the technological set-up would potentially outweigh the
intention of the artwork. Previously I had been creating large-scale video works and
working within a smaller scale was a new experience in terms of presentation. Currently
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there are two standard aspect ratios or images sizes when projecting, standard (4:3) or
wide-screen (16:9). Although I had employed an HDV camera that natively records in
16:9 I chose to set the aspect ratio to 4:3 as I felt that the 16:9 format held too much of a
connection to cinema and television and the current trend to have everything shown in
wide-screen presentation. I preferred the 4:3 format as it contains the image rather than
expanding it, whilst being at a more intimate projection size.

I experimented with a variety of sound arrangements that would potentially accompany
the horizon line footage. Initially I created a series of continual harmonic tones
consisting of pairings of elements sharing low sine wave frequencies with the idea of the
resonating tones relating to the grey and blue colour tones of the image. The sine wave

test soundtracks, however, were too clean and precise in aesthetic and did not match
the image as well as intended. I required a sound that was grainy and atmospheric in
texture that sonically related to the empty and isolated visual qualities of the image.
Since the resonant sine wave tests proved to be unsuitable I re-visited an earlier Pro
Tools session that was based on sustaining a one second fragment of Fratres for
Strings and Percussion by 20th century classical composer Arvo Pärt. In the session I
had employed an audio plug-in called Freeze that extracts a small fragment of recorded
sound and rapidly loops the sample, generating a continuous loop. When applying the
application to a section of Fratres for Strings and Percussion the result was much closer
to what I had in mind. After adding filtered white noise, the new soundtrack shared the
same resonant qualities of the previous sine wave experiments but included additional
orchestral and atmospheric mood that related to the image. The decision was made to
use this particular piece as the soundtrack for the Horizon Line video. The final version
of the soundtrack was composed to gradually increase and decrease for 15 minutes at
the beginning and end of each hour-long loop with the intention of subtly lulling the
viewer into the image.

In August 2008 Horizon Line was exhibited at Two Rooms in Auckland. The installation
space at the gallery was limited to a single wall that onto which Horizon Line was

projected. Speakers were mounted on the wall either side of the seating to create a
stereo sound field that a potential viewer would sit within. The volume of the soundtrack
was purposely set to a low volume so that the viewer wouldn’t initially hear any sound,
but, once seated, the soundtrack would gradually become apparent. The image, playing
off a DVD, was projected on the facing wall at a 4:3 aspect ratio at a small scale and
played as a continual loop.
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My critical analysis of the Horizon Line installation at Two Rooms was that the exhibition
space was not dark enough – due to some natural light – resulting in a lack of image
definition and visual distractions created by the buildings architecture being too visible.
Image definition was also compromised by having the Horizon Line video playing off a
DVD that unavoidably compresses and therefore lowers the quality of the image.
Employing a computer for video playback would have been more suitable for the
purposes of retaining image quality. The sound element of Horizon Line was also too
continual and droning which did not connect to the video image as well as intended.
Overall I consider Horizon Line outcome to be compromised due to installation and
technological restraints, the intended immersive experience being diminished. Although I

consider Horizon Line to be a project that I will not proceed with, it served as a useful
exercise in acknowledging the restraints inherent with employing video technology and
limitations of a given installation space. These particular issues were resolved in the
following video and sound artworks, Stride and Avalanche.

  
Horizon Line, video and sound/installation view, 2008,

Stride: Stretching Time and Sound/Image Slippage

The artwork Stride uses appropriated video footage of a racing horse galloping around a
racing track. The footage was found and extracted from a web site that specialised in
slow-motion video technologies. The web site hosted various video clips of subject
matter ranging from bullets being fired to vegetables, athletes, weather phenomena,
missiles and various animals in motion. The clips were one-minute demonstrations of
professional high-speed video cameras this slow-motion30 video technology enabling the
invisible to become visible by capturing moving subject matter at such high-frame rates.
Normal video technology cameras can only capture at 25-60 fps where as slow-motion
cameras greatly exceed such frame rates by filming at 300-1200 fps. On playback the
video footage is incredibly slow allowing the subtlies of fast and complex movement to
                                                
30 “August Musger, an Austrian priest and physicist, invented the slow-motion technique using a mirrored drum
as a synchronising mechanism. The device he used was patented in 1904 and was first presented in Graz,
Styria in 1907 using a projector made by K. Löffler, owner of a cinema. F. Loidl, A. M. Erfinder, 1981”. See:
http://austria-lexikon.at/. Accessed 15/08/2010.
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be observed at a microscopic level through the process of stretching time. The galloping
horse31 video clip was selected for its visual properties, consisting of a stark black-and-
white image of a black horse galloping endlessly in a silent circle, with only the front legs
of the horse visible in the frame and a nondescript landscape in the background.

Stride, video still, 2009.

I edited the galloping horse down to a few seconds of the original footage where a single
stride of the horse in motion is seen. The edit was then looped to create a perpetual
single stride that renders the subject matter to exist in a form of stasis, by constantly
moving but never going anywhere. The perpetual loop, although a simple repetition of a
few seconds of video, creates a hypnotic visual experience that intends to pull a
potential audience ‘into’ the moving image. The sound element adds to this effect but is
deliberately orchestrated to function in quite a different way to that of the visual
information. Rather than producing a soundtrack that matches the length of the video
loop that could result in a monotonous drone, the soundtrack itself is intentionally not
synchronised and flows across each video loop as a series of extended tones and glitch
sounds. As the soundtrack runs alongside the video there are regular moments where
the various glitch sounds indeterminately connect with the hooves of the horse hitting
the racing track and the edit points of the video loop. The strategy of using sound in this
manner modulates the interpretation of the visual of the singular stride while, although
each video loop is exactly the same, the sound slips across loops and only occasionally
synchronises with the video imagery. This allows the rigid repetitive structure of the

video to be broken down and become more linear and fluid as a moving image.

In an exhibition context the installation of Stride consists of a single-channel video
projection onto a freestanding wall with sound being emitted from a single speaker
discretely mounted in the ceiling. The sound then becomes apparent once the viewer is
situated in front of the video projection wall that is emitted from speakers mounted in the
ceiling. Compared to Sparkler and Horizon Line, Stride worked well conceptually and
                                                
31 In producing Stride I was aware of the visual link to Horse in Motion (1878) by English motion photographer
Edward Muybridge (1830-1904). My intention was to create a new artwork that used the image of a galloping
horse in connection with a sound component to create a sound and visual experience for the viewer, not a
case study, as in the work of Muybridge.
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technically as an outcome. The feedback received from people viewing the artwork as
part of the 7:5 group exhibition at Two Rooms gallery confirmed that the affect I aimed to
create was successful, viewers commenting that they were captivated by the looping
image with sound and that they generally stayed with the artwork for a generous amount
of time. Also various comments were based on how the video imagery triggered
memories of personal events within their own life experience causing the viewer to drift
in thought while viewing the artwork.

Light / Stride, video and sound/installation view, 2009.

After Stride, I decided to make new video artworks using my own slow-motion video
camera to film original footage and as a means to move away from the use of
appropriated imagery. Casio had recently produced a digital SLR/HDV camera that
possessed a slow-motion component and the EX-F1 proved to be a cost-effective and
practical solution to making video art of this type. As well as being able to shoot in both
standard-definition and high-definition video the Casio EX-F1 is able to also shoot
between 300-1200fps. After acquiring the EX-F1, I researched the fundamentals of
shooting at such high frame-rates and experimented with filming a large range of subject

matter. Once mastering the technique of filming in slow motion I proceeded to create my
Light, DVD Spin, Ice Fall and Dark-scape videos. Using slow-motion video allows
subject matter to be seen in a new way by ‘suspending’ time and viewed as if put under
a microscope. This method of filming enables subtle details to be revealed which are not
usually visible in real time. Rapid motion is transposed into mesmerising movement that
is eerily graceful and fluid. The affective qualities of this type of video can lull a viewer
‘into’ the image. The slow motion video works described above are what I consider to be
small sketches of various objects, forms, events and phenomena that exist in and occur
within everyday life. Ordinary occurances become amplified through this method of
image capture where ‘nothing’ and ‘non-events’ become something.

These videos are generally made in between and sometimes during the production of
more ‘major’ artworks. The basis of using such disparate subject matter is that each
video captures the ‘in-between’ moments of studio productions such as filming a
spinning blank DVD (an eventually obsolete format for storage of digital information) and
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then burning the slow-motion footage edited into loop endlessly onto the same blank
DVD that was filmed. A singular light in my studio swaying endlessly acts as a metaphor
for thought that occurs during in the ‘drying time’ that happens while digital files render,
or the mere creative ponderings between existing ideas. Other slow-motion video works
are based on capturing various occurrences or scenes from journeys to various day-to-
day destinations, and travel on more substantial trips. Subject matter of this type, which
is generally landscape-based, is selected for atmospheric mood and formal qualities of
movement and was drawn into my videos Ice Fall and Dark-scapes. The slow-motion
landscape videos were also used in my AV5-Error video Landscape Distortions that are
discussed in chapter 3: Abstract Video.

  
DVD Spin, video stills, 2009.

  
Light, video stills, 2009.

    
Ice Fall, video stills, 2010.

    
Dark-scapes, video stills, 2010.
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Avalanche: Repetition of Subject Matter

Avalanche is an example of the employment of repetition as a key visual device for
video work and installation in my practise. Avalanche is constructed from a 15-second
video excerpt, continuously repeated. The source material was appropriated from a
National Geographic film, White Wall of Death, a documentary examining the cause and
effect of avalanche phenomena and how to potentially survive such a catastrophic
event. I found myself continuously watching one particular piece of footage over and
over again. The footage itself had been captured using a low-quality video camera
where the momentary event is blurred by hand-held camera movements. The video

sequence shows a catastrophic avalanche descending the face of an unknown
mountain rapidly consuming everything in its path. The original sequence was brief in
duration and low in image quality. The allure of this particular video clip was because of
its sublime quality – fearsome, powerful, yet, beautiful. The event itself is an apparent

paradox; the image is captivating and aesthetically beautiful but also one of total
destruction. This is the interesting characteristic of the image, that it creates a feedback
loop as nature beautifully self-erases – and it is this idea of feedback that prompted me

to produce the artwork Avalanche.

Avalanche, video still, 2009.

Usually I generate original material when making artwork, so appropriating video from
another source was a new direction for The Amplified Experience. Appropriation of
existing film, music, and sound emerged as early as the Dada movement through to the
Fluxus movements. Marcel Duchamp worked with ‘ready-mades’ using and combining
existing everyday objects as sculptural works. Andy Warhol made pop repetitions of
images of American icons. Douglas Gordon’s 1993 artwork 24 Hour Psycho slowed
down a version of the Alfred Hitchcock’s film, Sam Durant’s 2003 Entropy in Reverse
uses footage of the Rolling Stones’ historic Altamont concert to mark the demise of
utopian aspirations. These are prime examples of image appropriation in contemporary
video art. My feeling in using appropriation as a method in my own work was that it is
necessary to remove and isolate the appropriated image far from its original context. It
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was on this basis that I intended to use this imagery in a different way to create artwork
that has an alternate purpose from the original National Geographic documentary. I then
proceeded to digitally capture and edit this particular avalanche sequence. The captured
footage was then edited so that the event of an avalanche is repeated continuously.
Each loop begins as a monolithic wall of white snow, then ice plummets rapidly down
the face of an anonymous mountain, ending with the trail of destruction disintegrating in
the valley below. No seamless sequence blending or mixing is employed retaining the
raw nature of the editing process, due to the short length of the sequence and the fact
that a mixing effect would likely detract from the overall presence and atmosphere of the
image – it simply needed to repeat.

In this instance, sound needed to somehow create a sense of flow and break the rigidity
of the looping. As I was working with appropriated video the sound element could also
be sourced from pre-existing material. From the outset I thought again of the music by
20th century classical composer Arvo Pärt that I had previously used as source material
for the Horizon Line video. The soundtrack for Avalanche required something that was
equally sublime as the image and be more orchestral than a droning accompaniment.
As I was only appropriating 15 seconds of video footage I decided to sample and
process a 15-second excerpt from Pärt’s dramatic 1995 composition, Fratres for Strings
and Percussion. I sampled a string section consisting of four violins playing a sustained
F minor note. Using the software application Pro Tools I stretched the violin sample
making a variety of new samples much longer in duration and at a variety of lower
pitches. The new samples were then arranged in the form of a 30-minute composition,
and added to the moving image. As the sound is an arrangement of stretched harmonic
tones, they flow over the edit points of each video loop. The composition is also
progressive in that the arrangements of sounds peak and trough throughout the piece
creating differing tensions within the viewing of the work.

Avalanche links to similar concepts and methods involved in my previous video works
Horizon Line, Sparkler and Stride. Through the constant repetition of a singular event

framed within a static shot the compelling visual nature of an event can be repeatedly
examined, resulting in a potentially alternative reading of the subject matter. This also
amplifies and abstracts the original event by pushing a fragment of time in the real world
into a more intense and temporally disrupted visual and sonic experience. A viewer can
become engrossed by the repetition of such subject matter allowing a variety of differing
readings of the artwork, either based on affect, or more consciously triggering a
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connection to something personal. The work also seeks to ‘suspend’ the viewer in time,
as the content of the moving image is slow and gliding in nature. The experience is
intended to be ‘heavy’ and ‘monolithic’ in order to consume audiences.

As an installation, Avalanche is a large-scale video projection in a blackened space
articulated either as a wall projection or as a rear projection, using a suspended or a
fixed screen. The sound fills the space from a series of monitor and sub-bass speakers.
A proposed aspect to the installation is the lowering of temperature in the space using
air-conditioning systems and the introduction of a fine mist from haze machines to
amplify the luminance of white light from the projection beam and projected image.

These features aid to immerse the viewer in the environment through an amplified co-
operation of repetitive moving image, sound, light and temperature.

Avalanche, installation view, 2009.
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Chapter 3: Abstract Video

Beyond the Dance Floor and Carsten Nicolai

As the work discussed in this section relates more closely to international models, it is
crucial to start with a discussion of differences between The Amplified Experience and
the artwork of sound artists Carsten Nicolai and Ryoji Ikeda. Although there are visual
and sonic aesthetic similarities between my artwork and such pivotal artists, the key
difference is my creative sensibility. Nicolai and Ikeda both work purely with digital
sound and video mediums whereas I work with a combination of obsolete and D.I.Y.

custom-made, analogue devices coupled with digital technologies. The productions
made by Nicolai and Ikeda are high-tech, at times grandiose and largely impersonal,
whereas I consider my methodologies and outcomes to be comparatively low- tech and
idiosyncratic. Instead of using the latest equipment I prefer to use jurassic technologies
that are reconfigured and recycled to create new instruments and devices.

Another important difference is that Nicolai and Ikeda established their work within a
post-techno context that is particularly evident in both artists’ sound recording work and
live performances. Although upon first glance the sound works of both artists are
abstract sequences of digital glitches and noise, the structure ultimately resembles
electronic dance music formats. The sounds are generally arranged in repetitive
rhythmic structures creating abstract grooves that in turn loosely become derivative of
the type of music experienced in a Techno club32. In 2007 I had the experience of
witnessing a live performance by Carsten Nicolai under the moniker Alva-Noto. The
performance consisted of Nicolai bobbing intensely in front of two laptops and sound
equipment with a large-scale dual projection of real-time graphic representations of
sound. The sounds of technological glitches, test tones and electronic noise were highly
rhythmical and held a steady beat. The frenetic rhythms and sound arrangements
reminded me of the more abstract side of Techno produced in Detroit and Berlin in the

1990s on notable record labels Axis, Tresor, Basic Channel/Chain Reaction, UR and
Mille Plateaux. In hindsight the Nicolai performance was a good club experience of
electronic music but I left with no surprises. My own work, in comparison, in video and/or
sound, does not intend to be danceable in any way or refer to electronic music of this
type, nor does it embrace technology in a futurist way by using laptop technologies that

                                                
32 Auckland artist and record collector, Guy Treadgold, commented that the recent Ryoji Ikeda album Test
Pattern (Raster Noton, 2008) was as “Funky as all Hell”.
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has become a signature tool for Nicolai and many others. Instead my work differs from
this aesthetic and relies on achieving a completely abstract experience through minimal
sound forms, colour immersion, and basic structural forms that are not computer
generated, are quiet, slow moving and spatial and can be experienced on an intimate
level, such as in a gallery space rather than a club setting.

As mentioned in “Help I’m droning”, the sensibilities of sound artists involved with the
Onkyo style in Japan, namely Tetuzi Akiyama, Toshimaru Nakamura and Sachiko M,
are more in line with how I make abstract videos. Since 2000 I have discussed my
concepts of sound arrangement and performance methodology with Tetuzi Akiyama33

and we have recorded and performed together making minimal noise music. Through

the experience of this working relationship I have honed and tested important concepts
of spatiality of sonic and visual elements through employing silence, sensitive use of
medium and a direct and immediate style of making. As a result my artwork in the
Abstract Video group reflects sensibilities that go beyond the dance floor to create an
intimate viewing and listening experience.

                                                
33 The music created with Tetuzi Akiyama is not considered part of The Amplified Experience.
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AV5-Error: Circuit Bending and Video Equipment Development

My initial concern was to develop an audio-reactive video distortion/synthesis system
employing the software applications Max Msp34 or Pure Data35 in order to visually
amplify sound. Both applications were not appropriate due to the indirect method of
working dictated by this being a computer-based form requiring hours of programming
time. Given that I was aiming to reduce the role of the computer as a primary visual-
generation device, investing time in learning such programmes would not actually aid
the project. My intention was to develop a manually - controlled electronic device that
generated a real-time video response to live or pre-recorded sounds. This hardware

would then replace the computer as a primary interface in the technical configuration of
the studio set-up, with a computer used peripherally as a tool for sound generation,
video post-production and finalising of work. I also wished to apply circuit-bending36

procedures to video, where the re-wiring or bending of a (pre-existing) video mixer
would be a potential resolution of the task of creating a tactile device for the project.
‘Circuit-bending’ is a term generally employed in the context of sound generation and I
used this technique as a basis for the development for a video-distortion device. The
term ‘circuit-bending’ coined by its originator Reed Ghazala who states in his Anti-
Theory manifesto, “Within these adapted devices, along with the unusual voices of
circuit-bending, are often found aleatoric 37 music generators. That is, chance-music
composers that stream unpredictable audio events, elements shifting and re-combining
in fascinating ways”. Circuit bending is usually associated with the cross - wiring of
battery-operated sound circuits and, as mentioned previously, I was already aware of
the method of wrongly inputting a sound signal into the video input of a television. The
sound distorts the video signal, resulting in linear forms moving rapidly across the
television screen in synchronisation with the incoming sound. The concept was to use
this basic technique as a basis for the development of my AV5-Error video-distortion
device.
                                                
34 Max Msp is a visual programming language for music and multimedia. See: http://cycling74.com/products/.
Accessed 14/12/2010.
35 Pure Data is a real-time graphical programming environment for audio, video, and graphical processing.
See: www.puredata.org. Accessed 14/12/2010.
36 Circuit-bending is the process of taking an electronic device that produces sound and modifying the
electronics to produce a different sound than originally intended. Buell, M. (2007). Bent Circuits and Beautiful
Noise. See: instrumentalmusic.suite101.com. Accessed 27/11/08.
37 Aleatoric music (also aleatory music or chance music; from the Latin word alea, meaning ‘dice’) is music in
which some element of the composition is left to chance, and/or some primary element of a composed work's
realization is left to the determination of its performer(s). The term is most often associated with procedures in
which the chance element involves a relatively limited number of possibilities. The term ‘aleatory’ became
known to European composers through lectures by acoustician Werner Meyer-Eppler at Darmstadt
International Summer Courses for New Music in the beginning of the 1950s. According to his definition, “a
process is said to be aleatoric ... if its course is determined in general but depends on chance in detail.” See:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aleatoric_music. Accessed 06/06/2009.
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Whilst researching circuit-bending I discovered video-bending. Much like circuit -
bending, that is primarily sound based, video-bending is the cross-wiring and
modification of obsolete commercially-made video mixers. I developed a custom-made
device with the specification of video reacting to sound in real time. The prototype was
realised with the help of Netherlands- based video-bending specialist, Karl Klomp38. The
resultant device, called the AV5-Error, is a modified Panasonic AVE5 digital video mixer
(of a type that was employed commercially throughout the early 1990s). Numerous
‘bends’ or cross-wirings connect its sound inputs to various points of the video graphic
micro-processing chip and circuit board, resulting in video feedback and image distortion

when a sound signal is inputted. This process was repeated numerously to create
various video feedback effects. The AV5-Error has twenty-four individual video effects in
total and multiple other effects can also be achieved. The design of the AV5-Error
incorporates an external ‘break-out’ control box that houses multiple switches and dials
for the manual control of each video effect and audio signal input levels. The break-out
box connects to the main AV5-Error unit via a SCSI39 port that connects each switch to a
corresponding bend effect.

    

    

    
Bending processes and construction of Panasonic AV5-E and complete AV5-Error unit (2008).

                                                
38 http://www.karlklomp.nl.
39 Small Computer System Interface.
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In the first studio session the AV5-Error was initially connected to a television monitor
with no sound input in order to experiment with the various switches and dials and to
observe what would occur visually. The operation of the AV5-Error is similar to the
operation of an analogue sound synthesiser where a seemingly unlimited amount of
abstract, in this case visual, outcomes can be created. The AV5-Error is similar to the
operation of an analogue synthesiser and it took time to become oriented and
familiarised with the parameters, capabilities and control of the device, resulting in long
experimental studio sessions. The overall aesthetic of the video imagery without an
audio input consisted of multitudes of randomly-generated distortion lines and digital
glitches achieved by alternating effect switches on the break-out control box. The visual

outcome is usually linear in nature where specific frequencies at various amplitudes and
durations create either horizontal or vertical linear forms and distortions consisting of
minimal lines and glitches, or monochromatic colour fields all synchronised to the
incoming, fragmented sound.

    

    

    
AV5-Error, test video stills, 2008.
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Force Fields: Sound and No-input Video

This section addresses the video and sound works made using the AV5-Error video
distortion unit. The Line & Tone series and Force Fields works explore how sound can
interrupt a no-input video signal. The term ‘no input’ (as described in chapter one) is to
distinguish that there is no exterior DVD or camera input signal and that image
generation is created internally within the AV5-Error device reacting to a sound input. In
the initial phase of The Amplified Experience I had composed a series of short sound
works that incorporated pure sound sources. The compositions were made with the
intention of visualising sound that predates the development of the AV5-Error. Each
composition consists of short arrangements of various pure tone frequencies,
metronomic pulse wave clicks, filtered white noise and microphone feedback. The pre-
recorded sound works, when inputted into the AV5-Error device, generate synchronised
linear and graphic forms that can be viewed on a television monitor or as a video
projection. As mentioned, the basic structural forms consist of horizontal and vertical
lines and bands of monochromatic colour; these are variable in size and position
depending on the sound source. Through experimentation I discovered that the lower

frequencies disrupted the video signal in a way that created large bands of colour and
that higher frequencies generated fine, thin lines. In particular frequencies can be fine-
tuned to a particular resonance resulting in the representational sound lines or bands
hovering almost idle within the frame of a screen or projection.

The Line & Tone #1 and # 2 video works employ a range of fine tuned frequencies
consisting of an arrangement of 50Hz, 100Hz, 101Hz and 1000Hz sine waves. The
resultant complimentary video image is a synchronised visualisation of the resonant
frequencies that consist of moving horizontal lines and bands that move and mix
together in real-time to the input of the sound. The colour choices of each work are
determined by the limited standardised and generic background colour spectrum bank of
the AV5-Error device, which are yellow, blue, magenta, red, white, green and black. The
outcomes therefore become formally abstract in aesthetic. The linear and colour- field
aspects of the work are aesthetically reminiscent of the work of American abstract
expressionist painters Barnet Newman and Mark Rothko whilst structurally minimal like
the bold and simple colour tones and linear forms of a Donald Judd sculpture or more
currently the ‘non-objective’ visual practices of contemporary artists such as Tillman, Jan
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Van der Plog, Julian Dashper, Marco Fusinato and John Nixon40. Canadian
experimental filmmaker Norman Mclaren, in particular his 1971 experimental film
Synchromie, incorporated linear forms hand painted directly to the surface of 35mm
celluloid film much like the methods of Len Lye. The forms in Mclaren’s films move
across plains of painted monochromatic colour with an accompanying soundtrack added
later consisting of repetitive electronic instrumentation made by running photographs of
geometrical shapes through an optical sound head. The key difference is that the Line &
Tone and Force Fields artworks do not physically employ paint or celluloid film; the work
is video-based and, importantly, the sound element is primary rather than secondary,
being made post-image. My resultant artworks are essentially seeking a pure connection

between colour spectrums and resonant sound forms that, in effect, result in an affective
and immersive experience of the artwork that can range from intense and stroboscopic
through to dulcet and subdued forms of synchronised sound and colour. The interesting
juxtaposition, in terms of purity, is that the resultant video and sound works are created
by various forms of distortion derived from error and the ‘misuse’ of technological
mediums, i.e., using devices against their intended purposes. Therefore, the medium
and resultant outcomes is purely feedback on itself. It is the ‘feedback’ that I find to be
conceptually interesting, this method of making this work relying on the ‘silent-scream’ of
modified technology.

  
Line & Tone #1/#2, video stills, 2008.

The extension of such methods is apparent in the large-scale video and sound
installation Force Fields, the title being a literal connection to the process of sound being

forced into monochromatic colour fields. The twenty-minute artwork contains ten short
compositions made using the AV5-Error that serve as connecting movements within the
whole. Each composition also exists as separate pieces that explore the concept of
distorting video with sound. All compositions were generated in a live studio context and
recorded directly to digital videotape. Selections were made out of the several hours of

                                                
40 Fusinato and Nixon are also practising sound artists and experimental/improvisation musicians. Fusinato
has also collaborated with Sonic Youth member Thurston Moore and publishes his own recordings and other
artist projects on the record label Free Way Sound. Julian Dashper also incorporated sound into his visual art
practice using drum kits and producing sound works on acetate records.
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live footage and edited and arranged in the software application Final Cut Pro to create
the final version. Based on the initial experiments of the Line & Tone artworks.

In April 2010 I had the opportunity to install and exhibit Force Fields in the Te Tuhi
Center for the Arts as part of the group exhibition ironically titled Wall of Sound. The
installation space was large enough for the artwork to operate as a dual video projection
where the video image was doubled and projected onto a single 8.5 x 2.5 meter wall
within the space by feeding the single-channel version of the video simultaneously into
two video projectors from a DVD player. This technique allowed the projections to
completely fill the large wall and also expanded the linear aspects of the visual content

of the artwork. The sound element of the Force Fields installation consisted of two
discreet audio speakers mounted on either side of the projections in a stereo
configuration with a sub-bass speaker situated within a cavity to the side of some
audience seats. As the installation space was a relatively empty, live acoustic space the
high- and mid-frequency sounds are able to bounce and reflect off adjacent walls
creating a natural reverberation, whilst the bass content of the soundtrack creates
various standing waves within the space.

The installation yielded positive feedback from a number of people who had experienced
the Force Fields artwork. The responses were very much based on the affective
sensations arising from the artwork. The general comment made about the artwork was
that it was visually and sonically intense and it completely absorbed the viewer to the
point where they would watch and listen to the artwork several times in a row. Others felt
affected to the point of being shocked from the stroboscopic content and could only
remain for a few minutes within the exhibition space. Both general comments I regard as
being positive. Although some viewers were unable to stay with the artwork due to its
intensity, I relish the fact that the artwork had such an affective impact.

I was invited to exhibit Force Fields at Two Rooms as a solo exhibition and as part of
another group exhibition titled Black Out at I.C.A.N. Gallery in Sydney later in 2010. Both

exhibitions consisted of the Force Fields video being installed as a single-channel video.
The Two Rooms installation was based in the second-floor exhibition space that
consists of a long and narrow tunnel-like room with wooden floors, white walls and an
angled ceiling. A floating 16:9 projection screen was mounted upon the far wall with a
pair of sound monitors mounted out of sight within the cavity between the projection
screen and wall. A sub-bass speaker was also situated at the opposite end of the space.
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The exhibition space, again virtually empty, is acoustically activated by the modulating
sound frequencies inherent within the artwork’s soundtrack. As the space has white
walls the video projection would then be reflected and therefore amplify the hues of the
various test-tone colours used in the video. The I.C.A.N. installation of Force Fields in
the Black Out group exhibition employed a professional 14" CRT monitor that is a very
good way of displaying the work. As a professional-grade CRT has superior and highly -
accurate color control, the screen size also can intensify the image luminance making it
radiate on the screen. Using stereo headphones viewers can become absorbed into the
video artwork even though the system itself is small comparatively to the usual large-
scale projection methods employed in an installation.

Comparing the single-and dual-channel installations of Force Fields the dual channel
version of the artwork significantly multiplied the image and had a greater immersive
effect upon an audience. Audience proximity to the video projection is important: in the
Wall of Sound version of the Force Fields, the audience was only able to be a maximum
of approximately four metres away from the projections, whereas in the Two Rooms
version of Force Fields the audience was able to view the artwork from a greater
distance. A future version of the artwork could ultimately involve installing it as a single-
channel video work fed into several video projectors that expanding the aspect ratio of
the video itself and making it possible to span over several metres of wall space or to
show it on rear-projection screens within a large installation space.

    

    
Force Fields, dual-channel video and sound, 2010.
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Narrative Distortions: Co-operation of Found Video and Sound

The manipulation and re-contextualising of original and appropriated or found film/video
footage has been used commonly since the 1950s by artists and experimental
filmmakers. Methodologies of seminal artists such as Nam June Piak, Tony Conrad,
Alvin Lucier, Michael Snow and Gary Hill led the way to creatively employ and develop
technology to effect and alter recorded moving images that is now prevalent in the
practices of many contemporary video artists. By using methods such as looping,
distorting/pixelating, slowing down, reversing, colour filters, optical effects and random
sequences – new work created through the manipulation of found source material. Live

improvised music and sound accompaniment is also seen in the performances of
French expanded cinema group, Metamkine, and Dutch multi-media collective
Superflex. Video artworks by Tracey Moffatt such as Revolution (2008), Doomed (2007),
Love (2003), Artist (2000) and Lip (1999) are produced by digitally stitching and editing
sequences from a variety of Hollywood blockbuster films. American sound artist
Christian Marclay also uses appropriated film in his four-channel video installation Video
Quartet (2002) which consists of synchronised film clips of popular culture movie
characters and musicians playing various musical instruments. Such methods are
creatively used to create a new and alternative narratives and ways of looking at the
world by re-framing and expanding existing material.

The video and sound works made under the title Narrative Distortions appropriate small
fragments and sections of various film genres such as French New Wave, 1970s horror,
adventure and science fiction, specifically Damien: Omen II41, Solaris42, Aguirre, The
Wrath of God43 and Branded to Kill44. Selections of film sequences were used on the
basis of inherent colour and formal visual qualities of the image and played back via a
DVD player into the AV5-Error. Sound compositions using a sampler, audio mixer,
analog synthesiser, contact microphones, custom-made tone generators and distortion
effects (as described in chapter one) are inputted into the AV5-Error distorting the video
image in real-time to sound. The original image is then ‘pulled apart’ and almost

completely abstracted. Occasionally small visual artefacts of the image can be seen
within the distortions and the colour elements of the original are also greatly amplified as

                                                
41Taylor, D. (Director). (1978). Damien: Omen II. [Film]. United States: 20th Century Fox.
42Tarkovsky, A. (Director). (1972). Solaris. [Film]. Soviet Union: Visual Programme Systems.
43Herzog, W. (Director). (1972). Aguirre, the Wrath of God. [Film]. West Germany: Filmverlag der Autoren.
44S. (Director). (1967). Branded to Kill. [Film]. Tokoyo, Japan: Nikkatsu Corporation.
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a result of this process creating a new abstract moving image. Narrative Distortions is a
series of video works that use similar no input methodologies of my artworks Line and
Tone and Force Fields employing the AV5-Error. The difference, however, is that a
video source is inputted into the AV5-Error whereas the previously mentioned Force
Fields uses no- video input and is created internally within the device.

The sound component for this series of AV5-Error videos consists of stabs of high and
low frequencies, electronic noise and feedback sounds that pierce and interrupt the
video image in real time. The abrupt and harsh quality of the sound distorts the timeline
of the given film’s narrative by purposely creating visual glitches45. The original time-line

of the film is completely altered, dissected and blurred by the various sounds distorting
and forcefully synchronising the image. Instead of being a video work that has a
soundtrack that accompanies the image, the soundtrack becomes ‘embedded’ within the
image. The live improvisation of sound distorting video imagery is directly recorded and
captured onto videotape, with the recording then captured and edited in Final Cut Pro.
Each studio performance and recording session can vary between thirty minutes and
three hours in duration. Within these sessions the element of chance is crucial to
performance, arrangement of sound and image manipulation.

A studio session is never the same as the last, as countless combinations of generated
and manipulated sound occur. The same also applies to the generation of video
imagery. In terms of the decision-making in editing the footage I search for successful
combinations of sound corrupting the moving image. Final selections vary in duration
ranging from split-second clips to three-minute sections. Using the software application
Final Cut Pro, the video and sound selections are then edited and arranged in a similar
way to the composition of my sound works. Within the composition I arrange the clips to
create a collage of the recorded studio session and to also make individual works
constructed from short video loops.

An example of this method is in my work Omen that appropriates a sequence from the

1978 horror movie Damien: Omen II. The scene is of a woman being attacked by a
black raven sent from Damien, the son of Satan. The clip is looped and played through
the AV5-Error with a minimal composition of high-frequency tones affecting the video.
The sound itself is harsh due to its particular pitch and use of a frequency randomiser

                                                
45 An electronic glitch is an undesired transition that occurs before the signal settles to its intended value. In
other words, a glitch is an electrical pulse of short duration that is usually the result of a fault or design error,
particularly in a digital circuit.
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effect. The high pitch shifts and moves fragments of the moving image into a series of
distorted stills and red linear forms. The red forms are a result from the sound extracting
the colour artefacts from the red dress of the character within the clip. The sound itself,
although pure, is aurally harsh and its arguably violent pitch is emphasised literally by
the graphic image content and the colour it distorts.

New New Wave #1 & #2 are two works that take a more passive approach in terms of
sound types, arrangement and moving image content. The image source is Jean-Luc
Goddard’s 1962 film Vivre Sa Vie (My Life to Live)46, a classic of French New Wave
cinema. The genre is identified by camera-liberated experimentation such as jump cuts,

extended single shots, deliberately slow and a toned-down black-and-white picture
quality. The sound is constructed from samples of pure tones, electro-acoustic sounds
such as household objects and microphones being subtly scraped and dragged over
various surfaces. The sound performance is deliberately restrained allowing silences to
occur. Each sound or sound combination affects the image differently; the greater the
intensity of sound, the greater the image is distorted. When a silence occurs, the image
is held in a freeze frame.47 New New Wave #1 & #2 employ silence to create a new and
recontextualised version of the appropriated footage. Subtle sounds, when played
through the freeze-frame, dissect and break the image down completely into a series of
distorted and glitched lines. Goddard’s Vivre Sa Vie contains extended dialogue shots,
when affected by the AV5-Error the dialogue sequence is disrupted and fragmented.
The original dialogue sound is replaced with improvised noise.

 
New New Wave #1 & #2 , video stills, 2010.

                                                
46 Godard, J. (Director). (1962). Vivre Sa Vie. [Film]. France: Panthéon Distribution.
47 A freeze frame is used when one shot is printed in a single frame several times in order to make an
interesting illusion of a still photograph.
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Compared to the no-input Force Fields, New New Wave #1 & #2 are too passive and
lack intensity. The appropriated video footage was too dominant and therefore
distracting as a result. The figurative imagery also was overly cinematic which in
hindsight was not necessary. I was more interested in the purely abstract forms that
were a part of the artwork’s visual composition. I decided to use the slow-motion video
footage I had used for my previous video work Dark- scapes as source material on the
basis that the landscape imagery was visually more formal and abstract. In August 2010
I created the artwork Landscape Distortions. Between 2009 and 2010 I had collected a
range of various landscape video footage that I had taken from around New Zealand
with my slow-motion camera. Shots were either taken from a static position using a

tripod or from the window of a moving vehicle travelling on isolated country roads. The
concept was to use the slow-motion footage of landscapes as a source to distort with
sound using the AV5-Error. The video imagery was processed in a similar way to the

previous artworks Force Fields and New New Wave whereby live video processing

sessions were recorded directly to digital videotape and captured into Final Cut Pro for

editing, sequencing and finalising. Following the duration format of the Force Fields

artwork the resultant Landscape Distortions consisted of ten short pieces acting as

movements or as separate, yet related, artworks that are part of a 20-minute

composition.

  

  
Landscape Distortions, video stills. 2010.
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Future Directions
The outcomes of The Amplified Experience research project encompass a wide range of
innovative video and sound methodologies and technologies. The body of work has
explored, experimented and attempted to expand upon such time-based mediums within
and between the formal doctrines of fine art and music, creating a mix or a fusing of the
two. During The Amplified Experience the process of creating artwork has undergone
rigorous modes of experimentation, testing and presentation within exhibition,
publication and performative contexts. Within the studio-based research successful
outcomes were achieved as a result of trail-and-error processes that also led to works I
deem necessary failures.

Force Fields the final outcome of The Amplified Experience serves as a successful
departure point that will lead into future AV5-Error artworks. The intention is to maintain
working with the technologies described within the body of this document. Although
current technologies are becoming more focused towards a completely digital realm with
the advent of high definition and 3D forms of video, data and sound display, I will retain
my position with working with increasingly obsolete technologies as a form of resistance
to digital progress by working with what is already at hand, and also as a way of
maintaining a unique, tactile and therefore direct approach to making.

This way of working is becoming apparent in the field of sound/video art and in various
forms of electronic music where digital technologies, primarily computers, are being
rejected as production tools in favour of less complex and manually - controlled forms of
electronic equipment. This enables a more direct process of making which results in
artwork and music retaining a sense of rawness, rather than becoming greatly distanced
through overly complicated digital processes that are designed to make the creative
process easier and seemingly more sophisticated, but, in a lot of cases, plastic. In my
own practice such a position may even result in creating future artwork that is purely
analogue as a means of escaping the saturation of the digital phenomena embraced by
contemporary society.

 This could potentially result in completely non-electronic work realised in sculptural
forms that alter the acoustic conditions of an exhibition space based on my experiences
within an anechoic chamber. Therefore there could potentially be no electronic video
and sound components to future artworks where electronic mediums may be reduced to
the point of cancellation, therefore ultimately silencing electronic mediums altogether.
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THE AMPLIFIED EXPERIENCE: SOUND (CD)

1 P/N 01:11
2 40/16,000/1000 01:17
3 2 Strings 03:35
4 <1/1> 40/100 01:24
5 All 00:09
6 100/102, No input F/B 01:47
7 45/100/Clip, No input F/B 01:39
8 45/100/Clip, No input F/B pt.2 02:07
9 Inside Static 05:40
10 Pulse Guitar 04:27

THE AMPLIFIED EXPERIENCE: VIDEO (DVD)

1 Stride 05:00
2 Avalanche 05:00
3 Light 05:00
4 Force Fields 20:00
5 Landscape Distortions 20:00


